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You already have an online presence for your company. Your friends and business associates are
whispering CMS this, content management system that. Jargon aside, the question concerning you is
whether or not your bottom line is suffering from not having one of these CMS things as well.

The role of a content management system (CMS) is straight forward. A software application on
a web server provides database functionality that allows a company like yours to organize and control
massive amounts of content which is then dynamically delivered to those visiting your site.

Of course, one does not require the use of complicated, database driven content management
systems in order to develop a large number of pages featuring static content. Individual web pages, or
HTML pages, are simple enough to develop and can easily be uploaded to the business website for
delivery to any visitor who clicks on a requesting link.

The challenge with this approach however, comes when it is time to manage the content.
Making manual changes to even just ten or twenty web pages is prohibitively time consuming. When
faced with these sorts of tasks, it becomes easier for the company to simply move on to more pressing
tasks. If an organized CMS is in place, site wide changes to content, presentation, or imagery are very
easy, and in many cases, do not require the need of highly trained (and highly paid) web professionals.

Most businesses get the fact they need to have an effective online presence. But just building a
great website will not ensure visitors will come and ultimately perform desired actions. The business
has to take into consideration the effects of search engines and how to combine the use of a CMS with
ongoing content generation.

This is where the content management system is really going to help the business achieve its
online goals. If getting more traffic to the company website and then converting those visitors to paid
customers, or even interested potential buyers is of interest, investment in a CMS is a wise
consideration.

One objective which most of the better systems offer is increased search engine optimization
(SEO) for the content being dynamically served to site visitors. Additionally, the highest rated
applications keep two important types of visitors in mind: human and search engines.

Effective display of content is extremely important for real people looking at the website with
their eyes. It needs to be visually interesting with a logic flow people understand and are accustomed to
using during their web surfing. Of course, how a page looks is far less important to the automated
robots which many search engines use to index a website's content. Instead, these robots are seeking
what words are on the page, where they show up, and a host of other search engine optimization
techniques which the engine uses to rank those pages.

So another excellent reason to use a well formed CMS is for its ability to help the website pages
rank better in Google or any of the other search engines. When things change with how the engine rates
those page, because a CMS is being used, the fixes and updates can be added to the application layer of
ones website software without affecting the look, feel, or content.

A final consideration for using a CMS with your company's website has to be the ease of
developing the quality content those search engines and human visitors are hoping to get from you.
While there are some very intense, highly sophisticated and challenging CMS applications available,
there are also others which have focused on making the act of entering data into the system very user



friendly. These more simple to use systems have the added benefit of requiring less training and
experience of those responsible for developing the site's content pages.

In order to be competitive, businesses need to not only have an online presence, but one which
is working day and night. Using a quality CMS will help provide the advantages  of increased traffic
and a better quality site visitor for your business.
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